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Abstract

A novel radial flow packed-bed microreactor has been developed to enable hydrogen delivery in miniature fuel cells for portable power
generation using the methanol reforming process. Conventional rectangular microchannel based designs typically used for on-chip chemical
processing were found to be inadequate for practical high-throughput micro packed-bed application due to the associated high pressure drops.
The radial design exploits several physical phenomena inherent to the device operation and provides an order of magnitude reduction in the
required driving pressure while maintaining the compact design of the microreactor and providing greater than 98% conversion of methanol
to hydrogen at flow rates sufficient to supply hydrogen to a 20 W fuel cell. The developed microreactor opens the path for fuel cell based
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ortable energy systems with energy storage capacities up to 10 times those possible with current battery technology.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction and literature survey

Miniaturized ‘lab-on-a-chip’ and ‘plant-on-a-chip’ de-
ices have been successfully developed for several real-world
pplications in recent years[1–4]. Power-plant-on-chip and
alm powerare buzzwords of great interest currently in the
icro-power community where battery technology is thought

o be quickly approaching its peak in energy storage capacity
er unit volume/weight of the power source[5]. As a promis-

ng alternative, hydrogen fuel cells have long been considered
power source of the future due to their high efficiency in the
onversion of fuel to usable energy and low emission of pollu-
ants and greenhouse gases during operation[6,7]. In the con-
ext of portable andpalmpower sources, fuel cells have the
otential of providing energy storage densities several times

hose possible using current state-of-the-art lithium-ion bat-
eries[5]. However, the difficulties and hazards involved in
he storage and handling of the hydrogen fuel in either com-
ressed gas or liquid form have been a major impediment in
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the successful commercialization of miniature hydrogen
ton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells. Also, the st
energy density of hydrogen in compressed or liquid for
significantly lower in comparison to storage in the form of
uid hydrocarbons, such as methanol, which can be refo
for generation of the hydrogen gas as and when needed
drogen storage in metal hydrides and nanostructured c
[8,9]has been proposed but a number of limitations have
recognized, including high weight of the hydride storage
lower energy density, the passive nature of the hydroge
lease mechanism and high cost. Therefore, the develop
of a compact and efficient miniaturized fuel ‘reformer’
on-demand hydrogen delivery to miniature PEM fuel c
has been the subject of considerable research activity
cent years[10–19].

2. The radial microreactor

In this paper, we present a novel radial flow micro pac
bedreactor-on-a-chipwith an integrated micro-vaporizer f
hydrogen delivery using methanol reforming:

CH3OH + H2O � CO2 + 3H2 (1)
378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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CH3OH � CO+ 2H2 (2)

CO+ H2O � CO2 + H2. (3)

We have previously demonstrated rectangular microchannel
based packed-bed microreactors for this application[19] as
part of our ongoing work on this subject. The packing of mi-
crochannels (400�m × 1000�m) with catalyst particles of
mean diameter 50–70�m resulted in highly efficient contact-
ing of reactants with the catalyst and excellent conversions
at relatively low temperatures in the range of 195–210◦C.
However, the inlet pressure of the methanol–water mixture
required to drive the flow and generate sufficient hydrogen
for an 8–10 W fuel cell was routinely found to be in the range
of 70–100 psig in these conventional microchannel reactors.
Such high inlet pressures are neither achievable nor desir-
able in portable devices nor can they be controlled using
available miniature pumping devices and valves[20,21]. For
true high energy density portable operation, the microreactor
design should, therefore, be able to operate at significantly
lower pressure drops while maintaining the high throughput
rate for hydrogen production. The unique radial design pre-
sented here achieves this goal by exploiting several key char-
acteristics of the methanol reforming reaction as discussed
below.

An analysis of the different physical and chemical phe-
n ls the
i racti-
c ing
r les of
t ture
v se in
t an-
n eady

been converted to hydrogen. At the same time, the pressure
decreases as the gas moves closer to the outlet due to the
presence of a pressure gradient which drives the flow and
this causes a further increase in the gas volumetric flow rate
and gas flow velocity[19]. The result of both these effects
is that higher velocity in local regions closer to the outlet
leads to a smaller residence time in these regions, result-
ing in lower catalyst utilization. Also, since the bulk of the
pressure drop in the microchannels occurs in the high gas
velocity regions, such a design leads to high pressure drops
in the device during operation, as was experimentally ob-
served.

Vaporization of liquid feed in a microreactor also poses
unique challenges due to the sudden expansion of the fluid
during boiling which causes flow pulsation andsevere pres-
sure drop oscillation[22] in the two-phase flow region. This
pulsation in the vaporization region leads to unsteady opera-
tion and the possibility of damage to the device unless suffi-
cient room is provided for the nearly thousandfold expansion
of the fluid as it changes from liquid to vapor.

All of the above problems have been resolved by employ-
ing a radial flow microreactor geometry which compensates
for the expected gas expansion by providing a variable (in-
creasing) flow cross section along the reaction path. As shown
in Fig. 1(a), the reacting gases flow radially outward from the
smaller inner circular boundary to the larger outer circular
b rops
c for a
g een
u
u uring
p acro
s since

device
omena occurring inside the microchannel reactor revea
nadequacy of simple microchannel based designs for p
al micro-packed bed applications. The methanol reform
eaction causes an increase in the total number of mo
he reaction mixture, leading to an increase in gas mix
olume at a given pressure. This results in an increa
he gas flow velocity towards the outlet of the microch
els where a significant amount of methanol has alr

Fig. 1. Radial flow microreactor: (a) schematic; (b) fabricated
oundary, resulting in significantly reduced pressure d
ompared to conventional microchannel based designs
iven feed flow rate. While radial flow reactors have b
sed in conventional chemical plants in the past[23], their
se has been limited due to the more complex manufact
rocess involved in implementing these designs at the m
cale. This is not an issue in micro scale radial reactors,

; (c) vaporization region; and (d) catalyst particle filter (patent pending).
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the microfabrication steps involved are not much different for
the radial and microchannel configurations.

Apart from the lower pressure drops, the radial design
results in a very compact device, since a significantly larger
amount of catalyst can be accommodated in a reactor of given
volume compared to a microchannel based design in which
the reactor walls take up a significant portion of the net reactor
volume[19]. While this may not always be an important issue
in conventional chemical plants which are typically the size of
large buildings, compactness of design is of prime importance
in portable devices where any increase in device size may
severely limit its applicability. Thus, the radial microreactor
exploits the unique advantages of the radial design at micro-
scale, making the device especially well suited for plant-on-a-
chip applications where low pressure drop and compactness
of design are of prime importance.

3. Fabrication procedure

A schematic of the steps followed in fabricating the ra-
dial microreactor are given inFig. 2. Standard photolithog-
raphy steps followed by deep-reactive ion etching (DRIE)
are used for etching features on a silicon substrate to form
the vaporizer and filters for trapping catalyst particles. This
is followed by anodic bonding to a pyrex wafer having
d ro-
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the steps followed in the fabrication of the radial mi-
croreactor.

of known flow rate maintained using a mass flow controller
is mixed with the microreactor exhaust gases before feeding
into the gas analyzer. This provides for calculation of the ex-
act hydrogen production rate by measuring the concentration
of hydrogen relative to argon. A pressure sensor connected
between the syringe pump and the microreactor inlet is used
to monitor the pressure of the methanol–water mixture enter-
ing the microreactor.

The mass spectrometer takes in the desired amount of gas
for analysis and the rest is either vented through a vacuum
pump connected to the outlet side (Fig. 3) or collected in a
sample balloon as shown inFig. 4. The temperature of the
microreactor is maintained at desired levels using a hotplate
on which the microreactor is placed. As demonstrated previ-
rilled holes for catalyst introduction (two catalyst int
uction ports) and microfluidic interfacing (one inlet a

wo symmetrically located outlets as shown inFig. 1(b)).
he procedure for carrying out the microfluidic interfac

s described elsewhere[24]. Finally, the catalyst is intro
uced into the annular reaction chamber by carrying
uidized packing of Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 microparticles (Süd-
hemie catalyst C18-7) of diameters in the range of
0�m. The catalyst powder is placed on the catalyst in
uction ports and the inlet/outlet ports of the microrea
re connected to vacuum. This draws the microparticles

he reaction chamber where they are trapped in the an
egion between the catalyst particle filters to form the ra
acked bed shown inFig. 2(e). The fabricated device alon
ith magnified views of the different features is shown
ig. 1(b)–(d).

. Experimental verification

.1. Experimental set-up

A schematic of the experimental set-up used for testin
icroreactor is shown inFig. 3and the actual set-up is sho

n Fig. 4. It consists of a syringe pump for feeding the
id methanol–water mixture of required composition to
icroreactor at desired flow rates and a mass spectro

Stanford Research Systems QMS-200 gas analyzer) w
rovides an on-line analysis of the composition of the
cted gases from the microreactor exit. An inert gas (ar
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Fig. 3. Schematic of experimental setup.

ously[19], it is also possible to use on-chip heaters and tem-
perature sensors for maintaining the operating temperature
of the microreactor (Fig. 3) to avoid the use of bulky external
hotplates and simplify the experimental set-up.

4.2. Pressure drop experiments

It was experimentally verified that this device could be op-
erated at less than16th the pressure dropsandwith through-
puts up to three times those possible using a microchannel
configuration of the same overall reactor size, as shown in
Fig. 5.

4.3. Vaporization experiments

The radial geometry of the design provides for expan-
sion of the evaporating liquid radially outward from the inlet
at the center and successfully dampens the pulsation effect
discussed earlier. Special features were incorporated in the
device as shown inFig. 1(c)to provide sufficient area of con-
tact between the liquid feed and the heated silicon surface
to ensure proper vaporization. The central radial micro-walls
in Fig. 1(c)serve as the initial point of contact for the liquid
feed entering at the center. Subsequently, the two-phase fluid
mixture meanders around the concentric walls and passes on
t et of
p the

Fig. 5. Comparison of pressure drops in the microchannel device with pres-
sure drops in the radial device atthree timesthe throughput rate (feed: 2:1
molar H2O:CH3OH).

liquid feed. Though the presence of the meandering circular
walls causes the feed to move in non-radial directions within
the vaporization region, the features are arranged such that
the fluid exits the vaporization region uniformly in all di-
rections. This was verified by feeding liquid water at room
temperature at the inlet and noting that the flow out of the
vaporization zone was uniform in all directions[25].

The feed vaporization ability of the device was tested sepa-
rately prior to carrying out the reaction runs by feeding liquid
water at various flow rates and temperatures[26–28]and not-
ing the maximum flow rate up to which the entire feed could
be vaporized within the vaporization region. The device was
able to successfully vaporize up to 15–25 cm3 h−1 of liquid
water feed at operating temperatures in the range of 150–
200◦C without any liquid droplets appearing in the catalyst
region, as shown in the vaporization runs. Snapshots from
one of the vaporization runs at 200◦C [28] and water feed
flow rates of 15 and 20 cm3 h−1 are shown inFig. 6(a) and
(b), respectively. Liquid droplets can be seen clearly within
the vaporization region at the high 20 cm3 h−1 flow rate, but
all fluid entering the catalyst zone (marked by the outer cir-
cular boundary of the vaporizer shown inFig. 6(a) and (b))
is in gaseous phase (note the absence of liquid droplets in
this region), thus, verifying complete vaporization. Since the
maximum flow rate of the methanol–water liquid feed during
the subsequent reaction runs needed to produce hydrogen for
a n
c e of
i

5

l re-
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arallel walls providing further area for vaporization of

Fig. 4. The experimental setup.
20-W fuel cell was less than 10 cm3 h−1, the vaporizatio
apacity was demonstrated to be sufficient for the rang
nterest of the feed flow rates.

. Results from reaction runs

Results from experimental reaction runs of the radia
ctor are shown inTable 1and inFig. 7. The temperatur
f the microreactor was varied in the range of 150 to a
50◦C for different feed flow rates and feed compositio
he hydrogen production rate for each run rises as inc

ng the reactor operating temperature results in faster kin
o the point when equilibrium conversions are reached
o further increase in hydrogen production rate is poss
ince the methanol reforming reaction can proceed to al
omplete conversion at equilibrium under the operating
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Fig. 6. Vaporizer operation at 200◦C: (a) water feed 15 cm3 h−1; (b) water feed 20 cm3 h−1.

ditions studied here[29], this represents close to complete
conversion of methanol in the radial reactor. The conversion
values were calculated using the data reported in the table and
were found to be higher than 98% for each of the reaction
runs. As shown inTable 1, higher water to methanol ratios
in the feed lead to an increase in the number of moles of hy-
drogen produced per mole of methanol in the feed due to the
suppression of carbon monoxide production via reaction(3)
above.

The peak hydrogen production rate achieved with the ra-
dial device was about 145 SCCM (sufficient for a 20 W fuel
cell), as shown inFig. 7. The pressure drop across the de-
vice at this peak production rate was found to be 10.2 psi.
In contrast, the microchannel device developed earlier[19]
provided a peak hydrogen production rate of 72 SCCM, at a
pressure drop exceeding 95 psi. Thus, it was experimentally
verified that the radial device can produce more than twice the
amount of hydrogen compared to the microchannel device,
at less than19th of the pressure drop.

Fig. 7. Hydrogen production rate in radial microreactor at various tempera-
tures and feeds.

6. Mathematical analysis

Rigorous mathematical modeling and analysis was carried
out to understand the observed improvement in performance
with the radial configuration in comparison to the microchan-
nel configurations developed earlier. The main equations of
the model are discussed below, followed by results from nu-
merical integration of the developed models.

6.1. Coupled flow and reaction kinetics modeling

A comprehensive model based on coupled reaction kinet-
ics and momentum transport equations is provided below.
FORTRAN programs were developed to integrate the model
equations numerically using the method of lines. As dis-
cussed below, the simulation results support the experimen-
tally observed behavior (significantly lower pressure drops
at higher throughputs in the radial device compared to the
microchannel device) and serve as further verification of the
advantage of the radial geometry for high throughput, low
pressure drop applications.

Darcy’s law for flow through porous media (Eq.(4)) [30]
and the continuity equation for compressible fluids (Eq.(5))
[31]are used to model gas flow through the micro-packed bed,
whereu is the fluid flow velocity vector;Kp, the permeability
of the porous medium;Pdenotes the pressure;µ denotes the
fl

u

∇
T ance
w

P

Table 1
Results from experimental operation of the radial microreactor

Feed composition
(molar H2O:CH3OH)

Feed flow rate
(liquid, 20◦C) (cm3 h−1)

1:1 7.0
1.5:1 7.5
2:1 8.0
uid viscosity andρ, the fluid density:

= uxi + uyj + uzk = −Kp

µ
∇P (4)

· (ρ × u) = 0 (5)

he gas is modeled as a compressible fluid in accord
ith the ideal gas law:

V = nRT (6)

Moles of H2 produced
per mole CH3OH feed

Mol% CO
in product

2.83 3.13
2.85 2.52
2.96 2.18
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whereV denotes the volume occupied bynmoles of the gas
at temperatureT andR is the universal gas constant. This can
also be written as

nM

V
= ρ = MP

RT
(7)

whereM denotes the gas molecular weight. Eqs.(4), (5)
and (7)can be combined into a single governing equation
describing the flow of the gas mixture through the packed
bed of catalyst particles:

∇ ·
(

−KpM

µRT
P∇P

)
= 0 (8)

and sinceKp andR are constants and assuming thatT is
maintained constant across the reactor geometry by proper
temperature control, this becomes:

∇ ·
(

−M
µ
P∇P

)
= 0. (9)

Considering variations only in radial direction (axisym-
metry), we have:

1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
MP

µ

∂P

∂r

)
= 0 (10)

⇒
( )

⇒

a ne-
d
a
(

for
t cap-
t
a ol
r

C

C

C

denoting the forward rate of the reactions (mol m−3 s−1)
given in Eqs.(15)–(17)above byr1, r2, andr3, respectively
the rate ofproductionof each species is given by:

rCH3OH = −r1 − r2 (18)

rH2O = −r1 − r3 (19)

rCO2 = r1 + r3 (20)

rH2 = 3r1 + 2r2 + r3 (21)

rCO = r2 − r3 (22)

The ratesr1, r2 andr3 are functions of the partial pressures
(Pj, N m−2) of the different species in the reacting mixture,
which are given by:

Pj = nj × P (23)

whereP is the total pressure (N m−2) andnj is the mole
fraction of each species, given by:

nj = Fj

FT
(24)

where ‘j’ represents any of CH3OH, H2O, CO2, CO and H2
andF is the flow rate in mol s−1. This is in turn used to
calculate the molecular weightM for use in Eq.14 via the
e

M

ion
m ded
i -
t n
( ing
c

ons
i ing
b e
r

w bed
a cies,
g

led
m tor,
w ique,
s

ing
a l for
t ce
∂

∂r
r
MP

µ

∂P

∂r
= 0 (11)

rMP

µ

∂2P

∂r2
+ rM

µ

(
∂P

∂r

)2

+ rP

µ

∂P

∂r

∂M

∂r
+ MP

µ

∂P

∂r

− rMP

µ2

∂P

∂r

∂µ

∂r
= 0. (12)

Then using the notation
(
∂P

∂r

)
= m (13)

nd removing the partial derivative sign for this o
imensional (radial) representation, we have from Eqs.(12)
nd (13)above,

dm

dr

)
= −m

2

P
− m

r
− m

M

dM

dr
+ m

µ

dµ

dr
. (14)

Eqs.(13) and (14)constitute the fluid mechanics model
he radial reactor. In this model, the effect of reaction is
ured through variations in effective molecular weight ‘M’
nd viscosity ‘µ’ of the reacting mixture. For the methan
eforming system,

H3OH + H2O � CO2 + 3H2 (15)

H3OH � CO+ 2H2 (16)

O+ H2O � CO2 + H2 (17)
quation:

=
n∑
j=1

njMj. (25)

Also, the effect of variation in viscosity of the react
ixture as its composition changes with reaction is inclu

n Eq.(14)above. The mixture viscosity (µ), which is a func
ion of the temperature (T ), pressure (P), and compositio
nj), is calculated during the numerical solution by us
orrelations and mixing rules available in the literature[32].

In order to incorporate the effect of chemical reacti
n the above fluid dynamics model, we write the follow
alance for the flow rateFj (mol s−1) of each species in th
adial flow device:

dFj
dV

= dFj
2πrhdr

= rj (mol (m−3 s−1)) (26)

⇒
(

dFj
dr

)
= (2πrh)rj (27)

here ‘h’ is the thickness of the radial catalyst packed
nd ‘rj ’ represents the rate of production of each spe
iven in Eqs.(18)–(22)above.

Eqs.(13), (14) and (27)represent the complete coup
odel for fluid flow and reactions in the radial microreac
hich can be solved using a numerical integration techn
uch as the method of lines.

A similar analysis for the microchannel design (analyz
single reactor microchannel) gives the following mode

he tubular configuration, with ‘z’ representing the distan
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Table 2
Parameters used in the simulation—constants

CT
S1

= 7.5 × 10−6 mol m−2 Sc = 102 m2 g−1

CT
S1a

= 1.5 × 10−5 mol m−2 ρb = 1300 kg m−3

CT
S2

= 7.5 × 10−6 mol m−2 R = 8.314 J (mol K)−1

CT
S2a

= 1.5 × 10−5 mol m−2 T = 245◦C = 518.15 K

Table 3
Parameters used in the simulation—k andK parameter values calculated at
the reforming temperature of 245◦C = 518 K

kR = 31813.7 m2 (mol s)−1 K∗
HCOO(1) = 0.18902 bar−1.5

kW = 86502.8 m2 (mol s)−1 KH(1a) = 0.59799 bar−1

kD = 2732.26 m2 (mol s)−1 KH(2a) = 425.41 bar−1

K∗
CH3O(1) = 0.68135 bar−0.5 K∗

CH3O(2) = 3836.6 bar−0.5

K∗
OH(1) = 0.49241 bar−0.5 K∗

OH(2) = 3836.6 bar−0.5

along the reaction channel and ‘w’ and ‘t’ representing the
microchannel width and thickness, respectively:(

dP

dz

)
= m (28)

(
dm

dz

)
= −m

2

P
− m

M

dM

dz
+ m

µ

dµ

dz
(29)

(
dFj
dz

)
= (wt)rj. (30)

In order to compute the reaction ratesr1 , r2 and r3, the
comprehensive kinetic model developed by Peppley et al.[33]
was implemented in the simulations. The main equations of
this model are given in Eqs.(31)–(33)below and the various
parameters used in the model are listed inTables 2 and 3.

All temperature-dependent ‘k’ and ‘K’ values listed in
Table 3are calculated at the reforming temperature of 245◦C,
based on formulae available in[33].

r1 =
kRK

∗
CH3O(1)

(
PCH3OH/P

0.5
H2

) (
1 − P3

H2
PCO2/kRP(

1 +K∗
CH3O(1)

(
PCH3OH/P

0.5
H2

)
+K∗

HCOO(1)PCO2P
0.5
H2

+K∗
O

r1 = k∗WK∗
OH(1)(PCOPH2O/P

0.5
H2

)(1 − PH2PCO2/kWPCOPH2O

∗
(

0.5
)

∗ 0.5 K∗
OH

r
)CTS2

C

+K0
H

w c-
t a
a

6

ove
m n in
F tor

size, the radial design provides twice the hydrogen produc-
tion rate of the microchannel design, at a fraction of the
pressure drop. The radial device fabricated in this work had
an overall size (net reactor volume) comparable to a previ-
ously fabricated microchannel based design[19] with seven
parallel microchannels, each microchannel of dimensions
400�m × 1000�m × 10.4 cm. Thus, in order to make a fair
comparison of the expected pressure drops, the flow rate used
in the simulation of a single microchannel was appropriately
scaled to1

7th of the total feed into the microchannel device.
As seen inFig. 8(a), for a methanol + water feed flow

rate sufficient to generate enough hydrogen for a10-W fuel
cell, the pressure drop across the microchannel device was
found to be about 7.8 atm. In contrast, the pressure drop
across the radial device was found to be about 0.7 atm for a
methanol + water feed flow rate sufficient to generate enough
hydrogen for a20-W fuel cell(seeFig. 9(a)).

As seen inFig. 8(b), the tubular (microchannel) device has
a steep rise in the flow velocity near the exit due to the increase
in the number of moles during the reaction and expansion of
the reacting mixture, which leads to non-uniform catalyst
utilization in this region and high pressure drop during the
operation. These effects are successfully countered in the ra-
dial geometry and there is a significantly lower variation in
the flow velocity magnitude in the radial device compared to
the microchannel device as seen inFigs. 9(b) and 8(b), lead-
i tly
l ation
r g the
h tion
a ction
5

ions
w try in

p sure
d rep-
r e. The
c -
e osen
f ding
t

(1 +KCH3O(1) PCH3OH/PH2
+KHCOO(1)PCO2PH2

+

3 =
kDK
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CH3O(2)

(
PCH3OH/P

0.5
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(1 − P2

H2
PCO/kDPCH3OH

(1 +K∗
CH3O(2)(PCH3OH/P

0.5
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) +K∗
OH(2)(PH2O/P
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))(1

hereCTS1
, CTS1a

, CTS2
andCTS2a

are the concentrations of a
ive sites on the catalyst surface,Sc is specific surface are
ndρb is catalyst bulk density, respectively[33].

.2. Simulation results

The results from the numerical integration of the ab
odels for the radial and microchannel device are give
igs. 8 and 9. It is clear that for the same overall reac
CH3OHPH2O

)
CTS1

CTS1a
Scρb

H(1)

(
PH2O/P

0.5
H2

)) (
1 +K0.5

H(1a)P
0.5
H2

) (31)

)(CTS1
)2Scρb

(1)(PH2O/P
0.5
H2

))2
(32)

T
S2a
Scρb

.5
(2a)P

0.5
H2

)
(33)

ng to a more uniform catalyst utilization and significan
ower pressure drop in the radial device. Thus, the simul
esults support the experimental observations regardin
igher throughput capacity of the radial device with opera
t a fraction of the overall pressure drop, as noted in Se
above.
It must be noted that the main objective of the simulat

as to demonstrate the advantage of the radial geome

roviding a significant reduction in the operating pres
rops. To that end, any kinetic model which reasonably
esents the reforming process would have been adequat
omprehensive kinetic model[33] used in this work is consid
red to be the most general form, and was, therefore, ch

or the simulation studies to verify the hypotheses regar
he advantages of the radial microreactor configuration.
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Fig. 8. (a) Pressure profile in microchannel reactor—fluid pressure (atm) vs. distance along the microchannel (m); (b) velocity profile in microchannel reactor—
fluid velocity (m/s) vs. distance along the microchannel (m) (at a hydrogen production rate sufficient for a 10-W fuel cell).

Fig. 9. (a) Pressure profile in radial reactor—fluid pressure (atm) vs. distance from device center (m); (b) velocity profile in radial reactor—fluid velocity (m/s)
vs. distance from device center (m) (at a hydrogen production rate sufficient for a 20-W fuel cell).

7. Energy density calculations and comparisons

We will now proceed to calculate the projected energy
storage capacities possible using the integrated system con-
sisting of the radial microreformer coupled with a micro fuel
cell and to draw out important conclusions regarding the vi-
ability of this technology in comparison with current state of
the art batteries.

7.1. The need for alternative portable power sources

Kelley et al.[34] and have provided a comparison of the
specific energy density (ϕ, Watt–hour energy storage per kg
weight of the battery system) possible using current state of
the art miniature power sources (summarized inTable 4).
Considering the projected improvements in the lithium-ion
battery[35], it can be expected that the energy storage ca-
pacity of commercially available rechargeable batteries may
be improved up to about 450 Wh l−1 or about 275 Wh kg−1

over the next few years[35]. In contrast, based on the DARPA
palm power initiative guidelines[36], it is clear that several
key applications exist for portable energy storage systems
with capacities in the range of 1000 Wh kg−1 (20 W, 3-h mis-
sion) to over 3000 Wh kg−1 (20 W, 10-day mission). Thus, a
new micro-power technology may be the only alternative if
these higher energy densities are to be attained for portable
power.

7

ef-
fi

needed for 20 W operation[37]. Thus, a 20 h continuous op-
eration at 20 W would require 8.40 g mol of H2. This trans-
lates into a net methanol storage requirement of 2.947 g mol,
or 94.32 g methanol, assuming 2.85 mol H2 produced per mol
CH3OH feed to the reformer as perTable 1, for a feed ratio of
1.5:1 molar H2O:CH3OH. Now, a 1.5:1 molar H2O:CH3OH
mixture has a density of 0.9067 g/cm3 at 20◦C and contains
0.49225 g methanol per cc of the mixture[32]. Thus, the net
water-methanol (1.5:1 molar) feed mixture storage require-
ment for a 20 W, 20 h operation would, therefore, be 173.73 g,
or 191.61 cm3.

Based on the microfabricated fuel cell sizes reported
by Kelley et al. [34], a typical micro fuel cell for 20 W
application (basis:µFC mass 0.031 g, volume 0.012 cm3,
with an active area of 0.25 cm2, operating at a power density
of 80 mW cm−2) would have a mass of 0.031× 20/(0.08×
0.25) = 31 g and a volume of 12 cm3. Also, the reformer
reported in this work, when scaled for the above application
(hydrogen supply for a 20 W fuel cell = 0.42 g mol h−1 H2
production rate) would have a mass of about 35 g including
the packaging for thermal insulation, and a volume of about
28 cm3. Thus, the reformer–fuel cell combination would have

Table 4
Specific energy density of current state of the art miniature power sources

Battery type Specific energy (Wh kg−1)

Ni/Cd battery 60
Ni/metal hydride battery 65
Li/Li xMn2O4 battery 130
LiC6/LixCoO2 battery 90
.2. PEM fuel cell specifications

For a typical PEM fuel cell operating at 60% thermal
ciency, a hydrogen flow rate of 0.42 g mol h−1 would be
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Table 5
Energy requirement for operation of microreformer producing hydrogen for
a 20 W fuel cell

Reformer process step Energy requirement (W)

Sensible heating of water in feed 0.6954
Sensible heating of methanol in feed 0.5504
Vaporization requirement for water 2.4483
Vaporization requirement for methanol 1.3942
Endothermic heat of reaction 2.3850
Total power required for operation 7.4733

an intrinsic mass of 66 g and a volume of about 40 cm3, in
addition to the storage requirements for methanol and water
discussed above. This makes the total mass and volume of the
power source (system + fuel) equal to about (66+ 174)=
240 g and (40+ 192)= 232 cm3, respectively.

7.3. Reformer energy requirement

To make a fair comparison between miniature fuel cells
and state of the art miniature batteries, not only does one
need to consider a basis related to the type of application
being evaluated and the volume and weight of the energy
conversion devices involved, but also the overall energy
requirement for operating the power source (e.g., liquid
feed vaporization and endothermic reforming reaction heat
requirements, heat loss to the ambient, and overall fuel cell
efficiency, etc. in the case of the microreformer-micro fuel
cell combination). A detailed analysis of the the energy
requirement of each of the process steps carried out in the
microreformer is provided inAppendix A and summarized
in Table 5. As shown, a reformer providing sufficient
hydrogen for a 20 W fuel cell application would require
about 7.4733 W power to vaporize the liquid fuel/water
mixture and carry out the reforming reaction.
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tem efficiency and the energy storage density by a significant
amount. For example, a 72% H2 utilization in the fuel cell
would result in useful electrical energy output from the fuel
cell equal to (20 W× 20 h× 0.72) = 288 Wh, with a hydro-
gen flow rate of 0.1176 mol h−1 in the fuel cell anode off-gas
(effluent). If the heating requirement for the reformer oper-
ation is supplied by combustion of the un-utilized hydrogen
in the anode off-gas, this translates into a heating capacity
of 7.8302 W based on the lower heating value (LHV) of hy-
drogen, which is more than sufficient to provide the reformer
requirement of 7.4733 W given inTable 5. This system would
then have an overall energy storage density of 1200 Wh kg−1,
or about 1241 Wh l−1.

Recent developments in high temperature PEM fuel cells
have led to novel membranes that can operate at high temper-
atures, up to 200◦C [38]. High temperature PEM fuel cells
offer several advantages, including simpler water manage-
ment and high CO tolerance (up to about 2% CO in the fuel),
which significantly reduces the amount of post-reforming
fuel clean-up steps required. With proper control of the re-
forming conditions to maintain levels below 2%, CO clean-
up can be completely avoided, significantly simplifying the
overall system. Apart from this, another important advantage
of the high temperature PEM fuel cell is that the waste heat
is available for exchange at a higher temperature, resulting in
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.4. Projected energy storage density

Assuming absolutely no thermal integration between
eformer and the fuel cell, if the entire reformer energy
uirement is satisfied by electricity produced in the
ell, this translates into a useful energy storage capac
0 h× (20− 7.4733) W= 250.534 Wh.

Going back to the 20 W, 20 h basis, the total mass
olume of the power source (fuel + system) are 240 g
32 cm3, respectively. This translates into an energy sto
apacity of 1044 Wh kg−1 and 1080 Wh l−1 for this system
f course, this calculation does not consider the energ
uirement for pumping the fuel/water mixture at inlet p
ure, the heat loss to the surrounding during the oper
nd the efficiency of the power conditioning circuits that

ypically necessary in fuel cell based power supplies, w
ould potentially bring down the above values by as muc
5%, to about 783 Wh kg−1 and about 810 Wh l−1. However

here is also no allowance for heat integration between th
ell and the reformer, which could increase the overall
em. For example, continuing the above analysis, 40% o
hermal energy in the hydrogen used in the fuel cell is wa
s heat (60% thermal efficiency). This translates into net
nergy of [0.42mol h−1 × 0.72 (fuel utilization)× 0.40×
39700.0 J mol−1(LHV of H2)]/3600(s h−1) = 8.054 W at
00◦C available for further integration into the system
lso to take care of the heat loss, providing a further impr
ent in the energy storage density. Including a 15% pe

or the energy requirement related to fluid pumping
ower conditioning losses, this makes the overall energy
ge densities of 1200× 0.85 = 1020 Wh kg−1, or 1241×
.85 = 1055 Wh l−1 easily attainable in a practical system

Water produced in the fuel cell may be recycled
he system to satisfy the reformer requirement, fur
mproving the overall efficiency and energy stor
apacity of the system. For example, in a fuel cell
rating at 80% fuel utilization, the effluent is steam
00◦C at a flow rate of (0.42× 0.80) = 0.336 g mol h−1.
oting that the steam required in the reformer
.5 × (0.42/2.85) = 0.2211 g mol h−1, the steam require
ent in the reformer may be completely satisfied thro

he fuel cell effluent if proper flow separation and con
ystems are implemented. Such a highly integrated sy
ill also require significantly lower energy for operating

eformer, since the heating requirements for the water
re satisfied directly through the waste heat in the fuel
or the 20 W, 20 h basis, the net volume and weight o

uel cartridge would then be 94.32 g, or about 121 cm3 (pure
ethanol). Assuming a slightly larger fuel cell + reform

ystem (80 g, 55 cm3) for incorporating the integratio
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mechanism, the net size of fuel + system in this case would
be 174.32 g and 176 cm3. The net reformer energy require-
ment would be about 4.4268 W (since steam at 200◦C is
available from the fuel cell). The hydrogen flow in the anode
off-gas would be 0.42× 0.20 = 0.084 mol h−1, representing
a heating capacity of 5.593 W, which is more than enough to
satisfy the reformer energy requirement. The energy storage
capacity of this highly integrated system would then be
(20 W× 20 h× 0.80) = 320 Wh. Again, including a 15%
penalty for the energy requirement related to fluid pumping
and power conditioning losses, this translates into an energy
storage density of 1560 Wh kg−1 or about 1545 Wh l−1, a
five- to six-fold improvement compared to the best state of the
art rechargeable batteries available today. Longer run times
result in higher energy storage capacity, since the ratio of the
storage volume and weight of the fuel to the system would
increase. For a three-day run, this translates into a stored en-
ergy of (20 W× 72 h× 0.80) = 1152 Wh, with a net storage
weight and volume of (339.55+ 80) g and (435.6 + 55) cm3,
respectively. With the 15% penalty for system losses, this
would make the energy storage density for a 3-day run to be
2334 Wh kg−1 or about 1996 Wh l−1. For a 10-day (240 h)
run, the energy density would be 2693 Wh kg−1 or about
2167 Wh l−1, thus, proving micro fuel cell technology to be
a viable alternative for portable power needs of the future.
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nology. As development continues and these problems are
resolved, the microreformer – micro fuel cell combination
with estimated energy storage densities in the range of up
to 2693 Wh kg−1 can definitely be expected to appear in the
portable energy market of the future.
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Appendix A

A detailed analysis of the energy requirement of each of
the process steps carried out in the microreformer is provided
i sum-
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. Conclusion

A completely novel approach to carrying out chem
eactions in a microreactor was presented in this paper.
entional microchannel based designs were found to be
quate for microreaction systems which involve increas

he moles due to reaction and corresponding expansion
eaction mixture. The radial device presented here not
olves the problems associated with the microchannel g
try, but also it allows for rigorous modeling and analysi

he operation due to the simple geometry. Rigorous mod
nd simulation studies of the device operation reveale
dvantages of the new design and confirmed the reas
ehind adopting this approach for developing the micror

or. The developed microreactor produces sufficient hy
en for fuel cells in the range of up to 20 W and thus op

he path for portable fuel cell based energy systems util
eforming technology for hydrogen delivery.

As the demand for high energy density power sou
rows with the introduction of ever more power hungry m

ifunctional portable electronic devices, miniature fuel c
re likely to provide an excellent solution to the proble

aced by the portable rechargeable batteries of today. S
everal challenges need to be overcome before wides
ntroduction of this technology can be successful. Inte
ion of the reformer and fuel cell system, balance of p
ssues, efficient power conditioning systems, and reliab
f long-term operation are just some of the issues that

o be resolved in a prototype power source utilizing this t
n this appendix. The results of these calculations are
arized inTable 5.

.1. Sensible heating of methanol

The vapor pressure of methanol is given by[39]:

og10(P
sat
CH3OH)

= 45.6171− 3.2447× 103

T
− 13.988 log10(T )

+ 6.6365× 10−3T − 1.0507× 10−13T 2 (A.1)

herePsat
CH3OH is measured in mmHg andT is the absolut

emperature. Thus, at the reformer inlet pressure of 1.7
seeFig. 9(a)), the boiling point of CH3OH is 351.85 K, ob
ained from the above equation.

The specific heat capacity of liquid methanolCCH3OH,(l)
p

J (mol K)−1) is given by[39]:

CH3OH,(l)
p = 40.152+ 3.1046× 10−1T − 1.0291

× 10−3T 2 + 1.4598× 10−6T 3 (A.2)

hereT is the absolute temperature. Therefore, the sen
eat requirement for liquid methanol from a room temp

ure of 298.15 K to its boiling point of 351.85 K is:

351.85

298.15
CCH3OH,(l)
p dT = 4433.458 J mol−1. (A.3)

lso, the specific heat capacity of methanol vaporC
CH3OH,(g)
p

J (mol K)−1) is given by[39]:
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CCH3OH, (g)
p = 40.046− 3.8287× 10−2T + 2.4529

× 10−4T 2 − 2.1679× 10−7T 3 + 5.99

× 10−11T 4. (A.4)

Therefore, the sensible heat requirement for methanol vapor
from its boiling point of 351.85 K to the reactor operating
temperature of 245◦C = 518.15 K is:
∫ 518.15

351.85
CCH3OH,(g)
p dT = 9009.682 J mol−1. (A.5)

Thus, the total sensible heat load for methanol is:


HCH3OH,sensible
total = 13443.14 J mol−1. (A.6)

For a methanol flow rate of 0.1474 mol h−1 (sufficient to pro-
duce 0.1474× 2.85 = 0.420 mol h−1 of H2), this translates
into an energy requirement of 13443.14× 0.1474/3600=
0.5504 W.

A.2. Methanol vaporization

The enthalpy of vaporization of methanol is given by[39]:


HvCH3OH = 52.723

(
1 − T

512.58

)0.377

kJ mol−1. (A.7)

T t the
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Therefore, the sensible heat requirement for steam from its
boiling point of 388.70 K to the reactor operating temperature
of 245◦C = 518.15 K is:
∫ 518.15

388.70
CH2O,(g)
p dT = 4501.367 J mol−1. (A.12)

Thus, the total sensible heat load for water is:


HH2O,sensible
total = 11322.71 J mol−1. (A.13)

For a water flow rate of 0.2211 mol h−1 (sufficient to produce
(0.2211/1.5) × 2.85 = 0.420 mol h−1 of H2), this translates
into an energy requirement of 11322.71× 0.2211/3600=
0.6954 W.

A.4. Water vaporization

The specific enthalpy of saturated water (liquid) at
388.70 K is 8727.15 J mol−1, and that of saturated steam (va-
por) is 48591.65 J mol−1 [32]. Thus, the energy requirement
for vaporization of the feed water at the microreformer inlet
pressure of 1.7 atm is

(48591.65− 8727.15) J mol−1 × 0.2211

3600
mol s−1

= 2.4483W. (A.14)
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hus, the methanol vaporization heating requirement a
oiling temperature of 351.85 K is

2.723

(
1 − 351.85

512.58

)0.377

kJ mol−1 × 0.1474

3600
mol s−1

= 1.3942 W. (A.8)

.3. Sensible heating of water

At the reactor feed pressure of 1.7 atm, the boiling p
f water is 388.70 K, obtained from steam tables[32]. For
alculating the liquid water heating requirement, we hav
ollowing correlation for specific heat capacity of water[39]:

H2O,(l)
p = 92.053− 3.9953× 10−2T − 2.1103

× 10−4T 2 + 5.3469× 10−7T 3 J (mol K)−1(A.9)

herefore, the sensible heat requirement for liquid w
rom a room temperature of 298.15 K to its boiling po
f 388.70 K is:

388.70

298.15
CH2O,(l)
p dT = 6821.339 J mol−1. (A.10)

lso, the specific heat capacity of water vaporCH2O,(g)
p

J (mol K)−1) is given by[39]:

H2O,(g)
p = 33.933− 8.4186× 10−3T + 2.9906

× 10−5T 2 − 1.7825× 10−8T 3

+ 3.6934× 10−12T 4. (A.11)
.5. Endothermic heat of reaction

Considering the overall reforming reaction

H3OH(g) + H2O(g) � CO(g)
2 + 3H(g)

2 (A.15)

e have:

H298.15K = 48.97 kJ mol−1 (A.16)

⇒ 
H245◦C = 
H518.15 K

= 
H298.15K +
∫ 518.15

298.15

Cp(T )dT

= 58.25 kJ mol−1. (A.17)

here

Cp = 3C(g)
pH2

+ C(g)
pCO2

− C(g)
pH2O

− C(g)
pCH3OH

(A.18)

hich is given by[39]:

Cp = 29.655+ 0.149555T − 4.10398× 10−4T 2

+ 3.34252× 10−7T 3 − 9.01766× 10−11T 4

(A.19)

hus, the heat requirement for carrying out the endothe
eforming reaction is 58250× 0.1474/3600= 2.3850 W.
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Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can
be found, in the online version, at 10.1016/j.jpowsour.
2005.01.024.
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